But the following never have been bound except in boards, and
are in a good state of preservation. viz.
Horace, 4 vols. Horace’s Works 7 de Oeuvres De
Blaise Pascal 5 de Oeuvres De Boeckh 18 de.
Thucydides 4 de. Herodotus Opera 4 de Oratones Attici
The Faculty consider it necessary that these Books should
be bound last if they not feel the necessity in ordering it
unless authorized by the Executive Committee.
Some of the Departments of the different Professors is
sufficiently supplied with the necessary Books, that
of Modern Languages is particularly deficient.
Have prepared a Catalogue, but would not venture to have
it published without the order from your body. It is the
opinion of the Faculty that it is not expedient to publish
it until the addition which they understand you have
in contemplation shall have been made.
The number of Books at present is about 1900
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Very respectfully submitted

W.H. Owen Lib